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YOU ARE THE TRIBAL LEADER OF AN IRON AGE SETTLEMENT

The quorum of elders, warriors and most successful farmers of your 

settlement have gathered to consider the future. You have all heard 

reports of new technologies that other local tribes have started to 

adopt and you don’t want to be left behind. 

However you only have the time and resources to take on three of 

the inventions. 



THE QUORUM HAS ALREADY WEIGHED UP AND REJECTED 2 OPTIONS 

Coins
 Coins were rejected as most considered it was 

too early to invest in them. Most tribes were 

still trading using the bartering method, simply 

exchanging goods. Where they had heard that 

coins were being used, it was mainly for 

purposes of showing status rather than as a 

means of buying and selling. 

The Ard

 They looked at an ard with a special metal tip. 

They liked it because the iron tip worked 

better than the wooden ploughs they were 

using But in the end the farmers rejected it 

because it didn’t turn the soil over like a 

plough. so they had to cut the soil again in the 

opposite direction in a criss-cross pattern. 

This took twice as long. 



THE OBJECTS TO WEIGH UP - OBJECT 1 -THE CHARIOT

 This would be really helpful in battle as it 

would enable you to fight quickly and also to 

retreat. It is lightweight so can move quickly 

and can be used to carry goods and people as 

well as in battle. Since you have discovered 

the lathe you could make the wooden spokes 

and the iron rims for the wheels. Just having 

one would strike fear into your enemies who 

might think twice before attacking



OBJECT 2-THE SICKLE

 Being able to make a really strong iron blade 

on a wooden handle would mean you could 

easily harvest your crops giving you much 

more time for other important jobs. And so 

much cheaper than the old bronze ones!



OBJECT 3 – THE LATHE

 This was really important because it helped 

shaped the wood for the spokes of the chariot 

and make the shafts (long handles) for spears 

and javelins. Before this had to be done by 

hand, took ages and was much harder work. 

This quick new method means we can make 

many more spears and wheels much more 

quickly without tiring ourselves out. We can 

also make some more interestingly shaped 

objects out of wood, like buckets and bowls



OBJECT 4 – SPEAR / JAVELIN

 Now we have a lathe we can make many 

more of these. Its all very well having a 

chariot, but we need something to fire at the 

enemy. In the past we had to use sling shot-

like little stones fired at the enemy. Now we 

can fire long spears instead. We’ll feel much 

safer from attack knowing we can make plenty 

of these. Much cheaper and stronger than 

bronze.



OBJECT 5 – MIRROR

 Up until now we’ve all had to rely on just our 

reflections in water to see what we look like. 

Now we can really see. This’ll help us 

decorate our faces and bodies. You know how 

much we Celts like to face paint! I know this is 

made of Bronze so its strictly not an Iron Age 

invention. We still want it though as we 

haven’t got any in our camp.



OBJECT 6 – THE QUERN STONE

 This was an essential piece of technology. 

The grain kernels could now be crushed 

between two heavy stones, moved by a 

handle, to make flour. This is a real 

breakthrough. We can now eat some decent 

food without all those gritty bits of rock we 

used to get!



TASK

 You must weigh up the pros and cons of each technology

 Use some of the sites below to help you start your research.

 https://kidzfeed.com/iron-age-tools-and-weapons/

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j6rCMTOss_k

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uu9bLT9I9fI

 I want a report in my inbox that ranks the three technologies you have chosen in order. 

 You must include pros and cons for each choice and give me really good reasons why you have made your decisions.

 Remember, the future is in your hands!
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